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KALA AFGHANA BRIGADE PART 2B … DANGER
LURKING … WRECK THE SRM and REBRAND SIKHI
by Harnaak Singh

We analysed part of the ideology of the Fake Guru Karminder in Part 2A.

Today we continue to delve further into the ideology of this Fake Self-made Guru. We
continue to reveal the danger, a danger for Sikhi, lurking in his mind.

We will proceed with our analysis of the ideology of the Fake Self-made Guru Karminder.
REVEALED IN HIS MESSAGE, EXPOSING the hidden agenda and methodology to
implement this anti-Sikhi anti-Gurmat agenda.  This agenda is implementation of the Kala
Afghana Ideology which appears to be a worldwide ideology.

At the end of the article we will highlight more antics of these FAKE so called “SIKHS?”
who outwardly wear all the apparels of a Sikh but are something else inside.   FAKE inner-
self with FAKE PROFILES, running FAKE PAGES, using FAKE TITLES, inviting FAKE
PROFESSOR MISCREANTS.

Don’t miss this at the end of the article where we REVEAL MORE FAKES.

The EK GRANTH EK PANTH EK MARYADA concept is the brainchild of MGC and the
logo is owned by Sikhi Vichar Forum.  Figure 4 clearly shows the Ek-Ek-Ek are posting
Ragi Darshan’s vichar which clearly shows they support Ragi Darshan’s views.  Some of
Ragi Darshan’s view are

· anti-Bhagat Bani
· anti Amrit Sanchar
· anti Nitnem Banees
· anti-Dasam Granth

This means he is anti-Sikh Rehat Maryada.

BOTH MGC AND SIKHI VICHAR FORUM DO NOT BELIEVE IN THE SIKH REHAT
MARYADA.  AREN’T THEY LYING WHEN THE SAY SO?

And they will bring in missionaries to preach likewise.  THEY SAY SINCE THEY TALK
ABOUT BHAGAT BANI THEY SUPPORT IT.  THE SUPPORT IS A FAKE EXTERIOR.
IT IS HARD TO BELIEVE THAT THEY ARE NOT ANTI-BHAGAT BANEE AND
OTHER TENETS OF THE KALA AFGHANA IDEOLOGY some of which are the dot
points above. Are they Lying?

WHAT IS IN THE MIND OF THE ‘HEAD OF THE DHARAM
PARCHAR COMMITTEE’ OF MGC? (continued)

We repost the message that we have been discussing in Figure 1.  We continue with the
remaining part of the message.
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Figure 1: Message from Karminder to another Kala Afghana Brigade member (note member
name is blocked out - yellow box)
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Understanding CRITICAL MASS
There is reference to the word CRITICAL MASS SIX times in this message.  This is not by
any chance.

The concept of critical mass is extremely important for the success of their (the Kala
Afghana Brigade anti-Sikhi anti-Gurmat agenda).  Mind you this agenda is intended for the
whole world.

To understand this let us take a simple example to illustrate this.  Please refer to Figure 2.

Figure 2: Understanding critical mass

Consider the see-saw as shown in Figure 2.  There are 4 pictures of the see-saw.

In picture 2(a) there are 8 people (of the same weight) sitting at the left side.  Since there is
no weight at the other end the left end is down.

In 2(b) 2 people have moved to the right side.  Still the left end is down.  Why?  Because the
weight at the left end is higher.

Now another 2 people move to the right side as shown in 2(c).  We have 4 persons at the left
end and 4 persons at the right end.   Now the see-saw is level i.e. neither end is down.  Why?
The weight is equal at both ends.

Now one person moves to the right side as shown in 2(d).  What happens?  The right end
goes down.  Why?  Because the weight at the right end is now higher.
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You can say that for the see-saw position, the CRITICAL case is 2(c) when the weight is
equal at both ends.  This is when CRITICAL MASS is reached. Any movement from
CRITICAL MASS will tip the see-saw on the side where the person moves to.

THE SEE-SAW WILL NOT TIP UNTIL THE CRITICAL MASS IS EXCEEDED.

This is what is meant by CRITICAL MASS by Karminder in his message.

CRITICAL MASS and SRM
Now to the SRM case.  Before these MISCREANT NINDAKS started their venom, the
situation was 2(a). Almost all Sikhs accepted the SRM as it is and there were no
problems.  If most accept the SRM, then it is not possible to change.  To change the SRM
there must be support.  So action must be taken to move the support towards THEIR
AGENDA.  So they start taking the steps using INDOCTRINATION of the SANGAT as
outlined in Part 2A under “Summing Up”.  This will move the Sangat from supporting the
present SRM to their AGENDA. When this support goes above the CRITICAL MASS
support, then they (the Kala Afghana Brigade) are in a position to FORCE A CHANGE
in the SRM to suit their needs.

Education
Besides critical mass he uses the word “EDUCATION”.  Education or rather RE-
EDUCATION is a very important aspect of generating the critical mass.
This is where Karminder’s favourite buzzword UNLEARN and RELEARN comes in.
We stated they intend to completely rebrand Sikhi into the Kala Afghana Ideology.  That
rebranding is the RELEARN part.

UNLEARN is where the Sangat is indoctrinated to forget what we have learnt from our
forefathers.  They achieve this by indoctrinating us that all the long standing Sikhi tenets and
Sikhi practices, from our Gurus’ times, that we have learnt from our forefathers is to be
discarded.  They use the Hindu influence as the tool to eliminate this learning from our
psyche.

The tenets that we have learnt are claimed by them to be Hindu (he also used Brahmanical
or Vedic) elements.  They also link the Gurbani discourse from eminent Kathavachaks
like Baba Banta Singh, Sant Singh Maskin and others to Vedantic teachings and rituals.
They denigrate simran style of some to be “equivalent to barking dogs”.

Our long standing practices are also attributed to Hindu influence by Karminder and the
Kala Afghana Brigade who say that these are Hindu type rituals.  They copiously refer to the
Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s events of Janeau, Haridwar and Aarti to link every one of our practices
to rituals.

Interestingly they conveniently forget those events that occurred on Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s
travels towards the east (Mecca).

Note that all these events related to our Gurus’ were not commenting on the particular
faith.  They were about the people, especially in power, practicing the faith, without the
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sharda, merely as a ritual.  They also forget that Guru Nanak Dev Ji was a Guru, a TRUE
Guru, while they are mere mortals strongly influenced by ego.  They wear Guru Nanak Dev
Ji’s SHOES and are passing judgement on practices the Sangat undertakes. Do they think
they have the MATT of Guru Nanak?

RELEARN is the process where the Sangat is indoctrinated into the Kala Afghana
Ideology which is solely based on logic, reason and critical thinking.
No sharda but logic, reason and critical thinking in FAITH?
What is FAITH (religion)?

A FAITH is something one is devoted to.  The word FAITH means “the act or state of
wholeheartedly and steadfastly believing the existence, power, and benevolence of a
supreme being, of having confidence in the providential care and, and of being loyal to his
will as REVEALED and BELIEVED in; BELIEF and TRUST in the loyalty to God” and
“firm and unquestioning belief in something for which there is no proof” (from Merriam
Webster Unabridged). This hardly points to that learning is based solely on logic, reason
and critical thinking.

SO THEIR KEY IS BREAK DOWN EXISTING KNOWHOW AND INDOCTRINATE
WITH THE KALA AFGHANA IDEOLOGY.
Karminder finally ends with further indoctrination painting himself as a martyr for
implementing the Kala Afghana Ideology and the need for self-evaluation at every step to
successfully force and REALIGN the SRM 100% to the EK GRANTH.

This completes our analysis of Karminder’s Kala Afghana Ideology’s realisation of EK
GRANTH agenda.

In the next part we will look at what brought about this new anti-Sikhi and anti-Gurmat
ideology, from the historical perspective.

Conclusion of Part 2B
We have understood how CRITICAL MASS support for the NEW agenda is important for
Karminder and the Kala Afghana Brigade to eventually force a change in the SRM to align
100% with the Kala Afghana Ideology.

Then we analysed Karminder’s next important and PRICELESS step of education or rather
RE-EDUCATION. This involves UNLEARNING the tenets and practices we follow and
RELEARNING the new tenets and practices the Kala Afghana Ideology preaches.
Once this is achieved the realignment of the SRM 100% to the Ek Granth Kala Afghana
Ideology will follow.
In the next part we will look at the historical perspective of this new anti-Sikhi and anti-
Gurmat ideology.

PLEASE STUDY BOTH PART 2A AND PART 2B CAREFULLY AND
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS.  Ask questions on Gurvichar if need be; don’t be
shy or worried.

These two articles (Parts 2A and B) are very important.  Why?  Because the Sangat’s
appreciation of this will determine the future or the direction of Sikhi and what
happens to the spirituality of the future generation.  We will try our best to respond
with clarification.
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FAKE PROFILES AND SITES GALORE
NOTE: This Fake Self-made Guru, Karminder, is the Head of the Dharam Parchar
Committee of Malaysian Gurdwaras Council (MGC).  He is one of the leading Kala
Afghana Malechh Khalsa in Malaysia preaching deviant distortion of Sikhi. He is believed
to be operating with a number of FAKE IDs on Facebook.  Two suspected ones are
“KVL Kaur” and “Lota Kaur Gill”.

Sangat Ji, please share other FAKE IDs that you are aware of.

There are many FAKE IDs these Kala Afghana Brigade to confuse the Sangat with their
distorted deviant preaching are revealed in this article. Beware of these deviant ones.

Another two discovered.  See Figure 3.

The links for the fake and authentic are given below.

SGGS Ji Ke Sewak

FAKE PAGE: https://www.facebook.com/SGGS-Ji-Ke-Sewak-1967139750229442/?hc

AUTHENTIC FB PAGE:  https://www.facebook.com/sggsjikesewak/?ref=br_rs

SGGS Academy

FAKE page: https://www.facebook.com/SarawakandSabah/?hc_ref=ARS3U1dAZ4-
hFY9Pyz_kK2uee_kQrKsTSOjzrU-jmHU3tC4zTeIoECWcL3KhZHWb2KI

AUTHENTIC FB PAGE: https://www.facebook.com/sggsacademy/

How to detect the imitation page?  See LINK A for information.

WARNING:

These Kala Afghana Brigde use FAKE PROFILES, run FAKE PAGES, use FAKE
TITLES, invite FAKE PROFESSOR MISCREANTS to spew anti-Sikhi and anti-
Gurmat knowledge.

Why are we STILL ENTERTAINING THEM?
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Figure 3: COPY CAT Imitation FAKE pages by the Kala Afghana Brigade
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Figure 4: The anit-Sikhi anti-Gurmat Kala Afghana Ideology preached

That’s all for now.  We will continue ….

Thank You for reading. ਵਾਿਹਗੁਰੂ ਜੀ ਕਾ ਖਾਲਸਾ ਵਾਿਹਗੁਰੂ ਜੀ ਕੀ ਫਤਹ

… to be continued


